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QUESTION: 109
During the login process on the IVE, what must occur before login information is passed to an
Authentication Server for verification?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A list of possible User Roles must be created.
The user's session must pass the authentication policy.
The list of possible roles must be compared against the role restrictions.
The resource policy must be checked to control access to that resource.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 110
Which combination of Authentication Servers and Directory Servers is valid?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Authentication Server: LDAP Directory Server: NT
Authentication Server: NT Directory Server: RADIUS
Authentication Server: RADIUS Directory Server: LDAP
Authentication Server: IVE Directory Server: RADIUS

Answer: C
QUESTION: 111
You are using Cache Cleaner.What are two methods you can use to remove residual data left on a
user's machine after an IVE session?(Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

clearing cached NTLM credentials
clearing client side Digital Certificates
clearing based on source host/domain/file/folder
clearing all cache that has been downloaded through the IVE Content Intermediation Engine

Answer: C, D
QUESTION: 112
What are two functions performed by the Content Intermediation Engine?(Choose two.)
A. Parser: This function processes data streams into chunks that can be manipulated by the
transformers.
B. Authorization: This function verifies the identity of users trying to access the IVE then
forwards requests to the inside server using those
credentials.
C. Authentication: This function verifies the identity of users trying to access the IVE and then
intermediates requests to the inside server using those credentials.

D. Transformer: This function modifies the "chunked" data stream before it passes the data to the
request handlers. Transformers modify internal URLs, HTML markup and scripts to refer to
"virtual" URLs/markup/scripts sourced from the IVE appliance.
Answer: A, D
QUESTION: 113
You want to set up W-SAM for a role, but you can only access the J-SAM configuration
screen.What is the cause of this problem?
A. The system only supports one type of SAM support per role at a time.
B. Nothing is wrong. The configurations for J-SAM and W-SAM applications are identical.
C.
You are running under the Basic License and you do not have access to the SAM
Configuration screen. You need to ask the IVE administrator to give you access.
D. You cannot configure Windows SAM access here. You must go to Resource Policies->SAM
to access the Windows version of SAM Application Configuration screen.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 114
Which resource file format should you use to define resource access to a UNIX file share?
(Brackets ] indicate data are optional)
A.
B.
C.
D.

server[/path]
\\server[\share[\path]]
[protocol://]host[:ports]
[protocol://]host[:ports][/path]

Answer: A
QUESTION: 115
Which three types of Authentication Servers are supported by a Baseline License? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

SAML
RADIUS
Netegrity
Certificate
Anonymous

Answer: B, D, E
QUESTION: 116
You are using LDAP as an Authentication Server. When configuring Role Mapping, you select
Group Membership from your "Rule based on" dropdown box, but the screen has no group

selection options. What is cause of this problem?
A. You did not populate the IVE Server Catalog.
B. You did not save the rule first. When you come back you will be able to see the group.
C. You cannot match to Group Membership when using LDAP as an Authentication Server.
D. You did not use the Update button after you selected Group Membership as your "Rule based
on" option in the dropdown box.
Answer: D
QUESTION: 117
When configuring a J-SAM custom application, why might you specify the Client Loopback IP
address instead of letting the system assign one?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Users are running Windows XP-SP2.
The user's PC is running apersonal firewall.
Users do not have permission to modify their local host.
J-SAM is being deployed in a heterogeneous environment.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 118
When specifying resources as part of a Network Connect resource policy, which three formats are
valid? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

tcp://*:1-1024
10.10.10.10/24
\\server\share\*
udp://10.10.10.10/24:*
10.10.10.10/<USERNAME>

Answer: A, B, D
QUESTION: 119
When should Network Connect be used? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

when the ability to disable split tunneling is required
when the clients will need to redirect traffic based on process name
when the clients will use applications with server-initiated connections
when the clients will not have administrator privileges on their machines

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 120
What is the function of Web Options when defined as part of a User Role?
A. Web Options restrict access to specific Web sites.
B. Web Options control the general browsing experience of the user.
C. Web Options define the colors and logos used on the IVE gateway home page where
bookmarks are displayed.
D. Web Options are used to specify whether or not IP matching will be done if a user types in an
IP address rather than a URL.
Answer: B
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